Abstract-In this paper, we consider meta-recognition, an approach for postrecognition score analysis, whereby a prediction of matching accuracy is made from an examination of the tail of the scores produced by a recognition algorithm. This is a general approach that can be applied to any recognition algorithm producing distance or similarity scores. In practice, meta-recognition can be implemented in two different ways: a statistical fitting algorithm based on the extreme value theory, and a machine learning algorithm utilizing features computed from the raw scores. While the statistical algorithm establishes a strong theoretical basis for meta-recognition, the machine learning algorithm is more accurate in its predictions in all of our assessments. In this paper, we present a study of the machine learning algorithm and its associated features for the purpose of building a highly accurate meta-recognition system for security and surveillance applications. Through the use of feature-and decision-level fusion, we achieve levels of accuracy well beyond those of the statistical algorithm, as well as the popular "cohort" model for postrecognition score analysis. In addition, we also explore the theoretical question of why machine learning-based algorithms tend to outperform statistical meta-recognition and provide a partial explanation. We show that our proposed methods are effective for a variety of different recognition applications across security and forensics-oriented computer vision, including biometrics, object recognition, and content-based image retrieval.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE growing demand for highly accurate surveillance, intelligence, and forensics systems has propelled the unconstrained recognition problem (1 matching, or identification) to the forefront of computer vision research. Over the past decade, excellent progress has been made toward the constrained and unconstrained verification (1:1 matching) problems. For controlled face verification, 99.9% accuracy was achieved for the FRGC set [1] . For controlled fingerprint verification, accuracies between 85.83% and 99.98% have been reported for the FVC2006 set [2] . For uncontrolled face verification, 88.13% accuracy has been reported for the once very difficult LFW set [3] . Verification is a fundamentally easier problem than recognition, as it only considers discrete pairs of samples for matching, with a claimed identity choosing a comparison class that is known to the matching system. Recognition is made more difficult by the need to identify an unknown class out of the set of known classes. Compounding things further is the overall environment of the unconstrained scenario, where any number of effects (pose, illumination, expression, sensor noise, blur, occlusion, weather, etc.) can impact accuracy. Recognition, in general, is a challenging problem with important consequences for security and forensics applications.
A common approach for improving recognition accuracy is to combine results from a collection of algorithms and/or sensors using score-level fusion [4] . Most of the available fusion works reported in the literature have focused on either combining consistent data to address sensor limitations or limiting the impact of a failing modality when score data is combined. Meta-recognition is a postrecognition score analysis technique that predicts when a recognition algorithm is succeeding or failing. This is very different from any fusion approach that is focused on combining consistent data. If a screening system is being negatively impacted by the environment (Fig. 1) , then a biometric (such as multiview face) that is providing a more consistent answer than another (perhaps fingerprint) does not always mean it should be considered with more emphasis. For instance, if our analysis predicts success for one modality and failure for the other, we can proceed with the modality that is not failing, consistent or not.
A concrete example of this problem comes to us from a 2007 incident in the news [5] . Juan Carlos Ramírez Abadía, a Cali Cartel trafficker, was apprehended under very interesting technological circumstances. Having a penchant for secrecy and disguise, Abadía was well aware of the tools of surveillance deployed by law enforcement, including automated face recognition. He underwent extensive facial surgery and his constantly changing appearance would have easily foiled even state-ofthe-art face recognition algorithms, which rely on some consistency between the enrollment images and the input images for matching. Abadía's 2007 arrest in São Paulo, Brazil, was made possible after Brazilian authorities provided the American DEA with a voice print for automatic recognition. Voice was a modality that was not "failing," allowing it to indicate Abadía's identity. Another example dates from December 2009, when the Japanese authorities reported the case of a Chinese woman trying to evade the border control by using fake fingerprints [6] .
The previous two examples show that plastic surgery and disguise are tools for evading biometric systems. They are part of Fig. 1 . Our goal is to develop a highly accurate machine learning-based algorithm for meta-recognition. Meta-recognition is a postrecognition score analysis technique that predicts when a recognition algorithm is succeeding or failing. In the example for face recognition, we can see that a number of effects negatively impact recognition accuracy, including blur, illumination, expression, occlusion, shadow, and even changing hairstyles. However, if another more stable modality such as fingerprint is available during the recognition process, a correct recognition result can be achieved. The question then becomes: which modality is correct? Predictions produced by a meta-recognition system can select the correct modality in instances like this.
an ever-growing problem that has attracted the attention of the biometrics community [7] , [8] . In the first scenario, if we could predict that a face recognition system is failing, and a voiceprint recognition system is succeeding, we could successfully recognize someone like Abadía in an automated fashion-without the face recognition system biasing the final result. Thus, in this paper, we turn to postrecognition score analysis to provide such predictions. With meta-recognition, we can produce highly accurate classifiers that can help us solve a case such as Abadía's with no further difficulties. 1 Meta-recognition is formally defined as a control relationship between the postrecognition score analysis and a recognition system [10] :
Definition 1: Let be a recognition system. We define to be a meta-recognition system when recognition state information flows from to , control information flows from to , and analyzes the recognition performance of , adjusting the control information based upon the observations.
The relationship between and can be seen in Fig. 2 , where is labeled "Meta-Recognition System". can be one of a number of classification algorithms, such as a neural network [11] , support vector machine [12] , or the statistical extreme value theory [10] . For score-based meta-recognition, the primary approach considered herein, observes the recognition scores produced by and, if necessary, adjusts the recognition decisions and perhaps signals for a specific response action. We note that meta-recognition is different from meta-analysis because it does not draw broad conclusions over multiple studies. Instead, it considers recognition on a per instance matching basis. Fig. 2 . Overview of meta-recognition process. Based upon scores produced by some recognition system for a single input, a prediction of success or failure is made by meta-recognition system (in this paper, we primarily consider machine learning for this). Using these predictions, we can take action to improve the overall accuracy of the recognition system. For instance, if the recognition system has failed to recognize the input image, we can perform better fusion with other collected data by down-weighting or discarding the failing data, ignoring the data, or acquiring more data, giving the recognition system another attempt to recognize the input image.
With several options for actually implementing meta-recognition, the question of which to choose for operational systems is important. In our prior work, we have explored both pure statistical algorithms and machine learning-based algorithms. In [10] , we introduced a strong theoretical basis for statistical meta-recognition using the extreme value theory (EVT). The EVT approach produced predictors with accuracies well beyond standard thresholding and cohort thresholding, without the need for training data. However, our machine learning-based algorithms [11] - [16] have consistently been more accurate than the EVT approach over numerous experiments. In light of this observation, we have sought a deeper understanding of the underlying feature mechanisms for the machine learning algorithms that lead to higher accuracies.
In this paper, we introduce three contributions. First, we provide a study of learning for the purpose of building a highly accurate meta-recognition system that constitutes of Definition 1. Second, through the use of feature-and decision-level fusion, we present techniques that achieve levels of accuracy well beyond those of the statistical algorithm, as well as the popular "cohort" model for postrecognition score analysis. Third, we also explore the theoretical question of why the machine learning algorithm tends to outperform the statistical algorithm in many cases of meta-recognition. We show that the introduced methods are effective for a variety of different recognition applications across security and forensics-oriented computer vision.
II. PRIOR WORK
The idea of a postrecognition score analysis to improve the accuracy of pattern recognition is well known. Duda et al. [17] describe classification postprocessing to be something similar to our description of meta-recognition in Section I:
"A classifier rarely exists in a vacuum. Instead, it is generally to be used to recommend actions (put this fish in this bucket, put that fish in that bucket), each action having an association cost.
The postprocessor uses the output of the classifier to decide on the recommended action."
Further action, for Duda et al., consists of error rate calculation, risk assessment, context exploitation, fusion of results from multiple classifiers, and complexity assessment. Bishop [18] also hints at the utility of postrecognition score analysis, specifically for error assessment.
Many heuristic approaches could be defined for the postrecognition score analysis process and prior work exists that describes systems that are effectively forms of meta-recognition. Image or sample quality has long stood out as the obvious way of predicting recognition system performance, especially for biometric recognition systems where poor quality images are a frequent occurrence.
A Study from The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) discusses that very bad quality is generally an excellent predictor of failure [19] . However, recent work (also from NIST) suggests that there are cases for challenging the assumption of quality as a universally good predictor-particularly for face recognition. Beveridge et al. [20] show that in reasonable systems, different quality assessment algorithms lack correlation in resulting face recognition performance (indeed images identified as low quality produce better match scores). In [21] , Phillips and Beveridge introduce a theory of equivalence in matching and quality, stating that a perfect quality measure for any algorithm would be equivalent to finding a perfect matching algorithm, and thus, bounds are placed on the performance of quality as a predictor.
Cohort analysis [22] - [25] is a postverification approach to comparing a claimed object against its neighbors, with many ad hoc variations on how to use that cohort information for weighting the results. Some cohort approaches for verification consider scaling by verification scores in a likelihood ratio-like test [22] , [23] . More recent work for multibiometric fusion for verification [24] , [25] models a cohort class as a distribution of scores from a predefined "cohort gallery" and then uses this information to normalize the data. This allows for an estimate of valid "score neighbors," with the expectation that on any match attempt, a claimed object will be accompanied by its cohorts in the sorted score list with a high probability.
While cohort research exists for verification, it is possible to apply a normalization-based cohort methodology to recognition. However, recognition cannot have a consistent predefined cohort to compare against during matching. Rather different dynamically varying "cohorts" would likely result for the same individual. One adaptation, used by [24] and [25] (and used as a baseline method in this paper) is to treat the entire enrollment gallery as the cohort, leading those authors to observe: "When the cohort models used are the models in the gallery (also known as enrollee or client models) other than the claimed model, one effectively performs identification in the verification mode." While effective and intuitive, normalization-based cohort analysis lacks a theoretical basis.
Our prior work [10] in meta-recognition analysis developed a strong theoretical model for distance or similarity scores from recognition algorithms based on the statistical extreme value theory. The sampling of the top-scores (the tail) from a score distribution always results in an EVT distribution and is Weibull if the data are bounded. From this observation, we were able to build a statistical predictor by fitting a Weibull distribution to the tail data and applying a hypothesis test to determine if the top score is an outlier with respect to the extrema of the nonmatch distribution. This prediction algorithm is functionally the same as the machine learning-based algorithm we explore in this work. The statistical model also provides a robust normalization [26] that produces match scores that can be combined using a typical fusion strategy (sum rule, product rule, etc.).
Finally, several works closely derived from the machine learning-based score analysis work of [16] can also be found in the literature. In [27] , Wang et al. introduce a model of "perfect recognition" which treats the gallery as probe data, and computes a set of "perfect" similarity scores. A distance from each probe to this model can be computed and used as a feature for a machine learning-based prediction algorithm. This is a minor variation on the features described in [16] . Further, for face recognition, Wang et al. use the same eye localization perturbation technique described in [11] to take corrective action based on the predictions made.
III. LEARNING FOR META-RECOGNITION
The goal of meta-recognition is to predict, in some automated fashion, if a match result is a success or failure. Statistical meta-recognition has several appealing characteristics that the machine learning-based algorithm does not have, including no need for training data, a straightforward implementation [10] , and a provision for robust score normalization via the CDF of the chosen EVT distribution [26] . However, if we are able to train machine learning classifiers with the right combination of features, we can obtain more accurate results than with pure statistics for the prediction functionality. Here, the decisions made by the machine learning classifiers are the "predictions" in the theoretical meta-recognition framework. As part of our study in this paper, we have developed novel ways to combine features for learning computed over raw recognition scores, as well as the decisions made by individual classifiers. In this section, we explore feature-and decision-level fusion to build enhanced classifiers for rank-1 recognition, and discuss the underlying operation of learning for meta-recognition. Complete source code implementing what is described here will be made available upon publication.
A. Features and Classifiers

1) Features From Scores:
It is well established that considering the raw scores from actual recognition algorithms as feature vectors for machine learning-based postrecognition score analysis, as we did with our statistical meta-recognition, generally does not work [11] , [16] , [27] . An explanation for this is provided in Section V. Thus, we define a set of features in accordance with [11] - [13] , [16] , and [27] . We derive each feature from the distance measurements or similarity scores produced by the recognition algorithm. Before we calculate each feature, we sort the scores from best to worst. The top scores are used for the feature vector generation. We consider three different feature classes.
1) defined as . This is the separation between the top score and the second best score. 3) Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients of the top-scores. This is a variation on [11] , where the Daubechies wavelet transform was shown to effectively represent the information contained in a score series. Each feature considers the tail of a score distribution, in accordance with the theory of [10] . The rationale for the use of the features is a shift invariance property, which prevents the learning from being impacted by the shifting of the distribution of the nonmatch scores as a function of the probe. If the underlying data exists in multiple scales (for example, multiple views in the gallery of the same person), then the DCT feature can account for this, as was shown for wavelet features in [11] .
2) Building and Using Classifiers: First, we must collect the necessary training data to build a meta-recognition classifier. In order to build a classifier with balanced training and testing data, it is important to collect the same number of samples for both positive match instances (correct rank-1 recognition) and negative match instances (incorrect rank-1 recognition), from sequences of scores from the recognition algorithm for both. We use these scores as the source data for the features described in Section III-A1. The resulting feature vectors are tagged (positive or negative) and can be used as training input to any machine learning algorithm.
In this paper, we have chosen support vector machines (SVM) just as an example; any supervised learning approach could also be used (indeed boosting [16] and neural networks [11] approaches have already been shown by our group to work for postrecognition score analysis). Our choice is motivated by the fact that SVMs are well known, do not depend on the dimensionality of the input space, use structural risk minimization, and allow fast testing (sublinear time) of an input example. We evaluate the potential of other supervised learning approaches in Section IV-B.
From feature vectors, we can train an SVM classifier which seeks for learning the underlying nature of the score distributions. In practice, a radial basis function kernel yields the best results for this sort of feature data derived from scores. Linear and polynomial kernels were also tried, but did not produce results as accurate as the radial basis function kernel.
We do not need to train on a specific gallery (though this increases accuracy, as we show in Section V). Any probe/gallery combination is acceptable, as long as the training data does not overlap with the testing data for validation. This independence allows us to accommodate dynamic galleries. While the feature computation, as described in Section III-A1, does have a normalizing effect on the underlying data, it does not rearticulate the scores in a generalized manner. Existing schemes [11] , [12] , [16] , [27] , [28] have tended to train a classifier for each recognition algorithm or sensor being considered, based upon the scores from that algorithm only. During live recognition, we can compute a feature vector from the resulting scores, and simply apply the machine learning-based meta-recognition algorithm to make our prediction.
Given the previous discussion, we can train an SVM classifier using Algorithm 1. For meta-recognition prediction, we use Algorithm 2. In each algorithm, represents a feature.
Algorithm 1 Rank-1 Machine Learning (SVM) Training.
Require: A collection of similarity score sets . For each positive score set with elements, the best score is a correct match.
Require: A collection of similarity score sets . For each negative score set with elements, the best score is an incorrect match.
Sort the scores, ; 3:
Compute from Section III-A1 using ; tag " " 4:
Compute from Section III-A1 using ; tag " " 5: 6: end while 7: Train an SVM classifier using all tagged feature vectors generating the classification model 
B. Feature-and Decision-Level Fusion
We now turn to the description of each fusion technique we use to enhance the prediction accuracy of machine learning-based meta-recognition. Considering lower levels within the learning framework, we can fuse the recognition algorithm scores before computing the features described in Section III-A1 in a blending approach similar to [14] . Similarly, different computed features can be concatenated into a single feature vector to provide more information to the learning.
We can also consider higher levels of the system. Decisionlevel fusion [4] is defined as data processing by independent classifiers, followed by the fusion of decisions (based upon the calculated results) of each classifier. This idea can be thought of as different inputs to different classifiers, producing decisions that are combined together to produce a final decision that the system will act upon. Motivating this, decision-level fusion via thresholding has been shown to be quite effective in a biometric classification context [29] .
The choice of decision-level fusion for meta-recognition stems from our need to combine data over independent recognition algorithms or sensors, as well as decisions from multiple independent classifiers. In the following descriptions for each specific fusion technique, is a threshold, is one of the features in Section III-A1, and is a score from a recognition algorithm.
1) Combine data from one or more recognition algorithms [ Fig. 3(a) ]: Some scores from one or more recognition algorithms are combined with the scores from another recognition algorithm to improve the accuracy of classification. Fusion here takes place before score feature generation for training or classification, with one feature applied to the scores from each recognition algorithm in the combined data. 2) Consider a combination of different score features [ Fig. 3 Missing data impacts these fusion techniques in two ways. First, in the case of the feature-level fusion technique that combines data from several recognition algorithms, if data for an entire algorithm or sensor is missing, we end up with an uneven feature vector, which strongly impacts the accuracy of our learning. Second, in the case of all of these techniques, if we do not have at least 20 available scores (the longest feature we consider in this work is ) from a matching instance for feature generation, we violate the theory of meta-recognition. If only a modest amount of data is missing (holes at various scattered ranks, for instance), we are still able to sample from the tail of the overall score distribution for feature generation, with little to no impact on the meta-recognition accuracy. Our strategy to handle severe cases of missing data in this work is to simply "fail over" to a technique where sufficient data exists.
IV. MACHINE LEARNING META-RECOGNITION RESULTS
In this section, we present a validation of our machine learning-based algorithm for meta-recognition, comparing baseline features to our enhanced fusion-oriented classifiers, along with the experimental framework used for all assessments. Our goal is to evaluate, in an empirical manner, all features and fusion techniques that are defined in Section III.
A. Meta-Recognition Error Tradeoff Curves
All source data used for the experiments in this paper are scores from identification instances. Our goal is to evaluate our machine learning algorithm for meta-recognition, as well as other comparison methods that produce a prediction of recognition success or failure. In order to assess the accuracy of meta-recognition predictions, we require an analysis tool similar to a detection error tradeoff curve, which allows us to vary parameters to gain a broad overview of the system behavior. We can calculate a "Meta-Recognition Error Tradeoff Curve" (MRET) from the following four cases. "False Accept", when meta-recognition predicts that the recognition system will succeed but the rank-1 score is not correct. "False Reject ", when meta-recognition predicts that the recognition system will fail but rank-1 is correct. "True Accept", when both the recognition system and the meta-recognition indicate a successful match. "True Reject ", when the meta-recognition system predicts correctly that the underlying recognition system is failing.
We calculate the Meta-Recognition False Accept Rate (MRFAR), the rate at which meta-recognition incorrectly predicts success, and the Meta-Recognition Miss Detection Rate (MRMDR), the rate at which the meta-recognition incorrectly predicts failure, as
This representation is a convenient indication of meta-recognition accuracy, and we use it to express all the results we present in this paper. The MRFAR and MRMDR can be adjusted via thresholding applied to the predictions (for the machine learning experiments in this paper, these predictions are SVM decision scores), to build the curve. Just as one uses a traditional DET or ROC curve to set recognition system parameters, the meta-recognition parameters can be tuned using the MRET.
B. Experimental Meta-Recognition
Our experimental evaluation of the machine learning-based meta-recognition algorithm has two primary goals in mind: first, to show the accuracy advantage of the fusion techniques over the baseline features for meta-recognition; and second, to show the accuracy advantage of the machine learning-based metarecognition algorithm over the statistical meta-recognition algorithm and a cohort model of postrecognition score analysis. These experiments represent the operation of the component in Definition 1. Table I shows the data used for experimentation, including training and testing breakdowns, as well as the specific recognition algorithms considered. We note that the gallery considered in all experiments is always consistent between training and testing data. Only the probes vary to produce a different score series for every feature vector. This methodology is consistent with the standard usage of these data sets.
For the first round of experiments, the NIST multibiometric BSSR1 data set was used. The subset of this data set that provides true multibiometric results is relatively small for a learning test, providing match scores for 517 unique probes across two face recognition algorithms (labeled C and G), and scores for two fingers (labeled LI and RI) for one fingerprint recognition algorithm. In order to gather enough negative data for training and testing, negative examples for each score set were generated by removing the top score from matching examples. In order to address the limited nature of the multibiometric BSSR1 set, we created a "chimera" data set from the larger face and finger subsets provided by BSSR1 (3000 score sets each for two face algorithms, and 6000 score sets each for two sampled fingers for a single fingerprint algorithm), which are not inherently consistent across scores for a single user. This chimera set is artificially consistent across scores for a single user and provides us with much more data to consider for fusion.
Results for a selection of data across both the true multibiometric and chimera sets, all algorithms, are presented as MRET curves in Figs. 4 and 5. To interpret these plots (and the following MRET curves found throughout the rest of this paper), it must be understood that points approaching the lower left corner minimize both the MRFAR and MRMDR errors. Only features that produced results better than chance are plotted. Algorithm blending fusion across modalities (Fig. 4) , as well as single threshold fusion and individual thresholds fusion (Fig. 5) , improve the performance of meta-recognition, compared with the baseline features, as well as statistical meta-recognition [10] [an example comparison is shown in Fig. 4(a) ]. Both the machine learning-based algorithm and the statistical algorithm use exactly the same score data as input for each comparison test, making this a fair comparison. Feature blending fusion (not plotted) produced results as good as the best performing feature, but never significantly better. Different combinations of blending were attempted including mixing all features together, as well as different subsets of the features. While not improving meta-recognition accuracy, this fusion technique predicts performance and implicitly indicates the best performing feature, without prior knowledge of the accuracy produced by any particular feature.
We also confirmed that the machine learning-based meta-recognition algorithm is significantly better than a standard threshold test over T-norm scores [24] , [25] . T-norm scores were generated, following [24] , by considering the hypothesized nonmatch scores (all scores after the top score) as the data used to calculate the necessary statistics. In a 10-fold cross validation approach, we randomly selected cohorts of size nonmatch distribution for each match instance and normalized the entire score series based on the calculated statistics for the cohort. Each normalized score was then scaled to bring it between 0 and 0.99, and the above threshold prediction was applied to generate the MRET curve data. In Fig. 4(a) , each point on the T-norm curve represents the mean of all 10 MRFAR and MRMDR values. Error bars were smaller than the plot value symbols and are not shown. Fig. 4(a) shows that in every case except the baseline DCT feature, the meta-recognition technique significantly outperforms the T-norm-based thresholding (labeled T-norm Threshold). The equal error rate (the point at which MRFAR and MRMDR errors are equal) for the LI and C curve is roughly 5%, meaning that just 1 out of 20 meta-recognition instances will incorrectly predict success or failure for this algorithm and this classifier. The T-norm threshold curve has an equal error rate of 10% and is much worse at other points along the curve in comparison to the other MRET curves for meta-recognition. This is consistent with the findings of [10] .
While BSSR1 provided useful data for our analysis, it is an older set and does not provide a large amount of score variation. Our second round of experiments considered data from the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly face recognition challenge problem [31] , the most recent large scale face set available from the University of Notre Dame. This set provides three partitions of the well-known MBGC [34] set that are organized by difficulty. Using the CSU LRPCA baseline algorithm, 2 we calculated match scores for each partition. With a need for both training and testing data from the same pool of scores, we were bounded by the partition with the lowest rank-1 recognition rate: Ugly. Thus, a total of 200 score vectors were sampled for training, and 200 were sampled for testing for each partition (with negative score vectors generated, as described previously, when needed). For a fair comparison between sets, we did Fig. 4 . MRET curves for multiple biometric recognition algorithms from the BSSR1 data set generated using a machine learning-based meta-recognition system. Each plot also depicts mixed modality algorithm blending fusion for the best performing features calculated over the scores of BSSR1 Alg. LI. Comparison curves for basic thresholding over T-norm scores and statistical metarecognition are shown in (a). Note that in (b), the feature is the best performing baseline, while the rest of the curves reflect the fusion of multiple sources of scores (a) BSSR1 Face Algorithm C (b) BSSR1 "Chimera" Face Algorithm G.
not alter the training and testing counts between Good, Bad and Ugly. In total, however, this data consists of 1 302 000 scores (651 000 scores each for training and testing).
For each partition, we computed the best performing features noted in the curves from the first round of experiments, and DCT, and then fused them using the individual threshold approach. The results of our GBU experiments are shown in the plots of Fig. 6 . As expected, the individual threshold fusion enhanced the prediction accuracy in each case. More interesting though is the comparison between sets. We observe a distinct difference in prediction accuracy between each partition of the GBU set, with Good [ Fig. 6(a) ] producing the most accurate results, and Ugly [ Fig. 6(c) ] producing the least accurate results. This observation is consistent with our theory; as the score Fig. 5 . MRET curves for multiple biometric recognition systems from the BSSR1 data set generated using a machine learning-based meta-recognition system. Each plot depicts enhanced meta-recognition with single threshold and multiple threshold fusion. Application of these decision-level fusion techniques significantly enhances prediction accuracy. (a) BSSR1 Face Algorithm G. (b) BSSR1 "Chimera" Face Algorithm C.
distributions lose statistical variation with increased difficulty, the positive and negative features vectors start to become ambiguous. In essence, the extrema almost become confusers (outliers in their own right) with respect to the correct match, and the SVM learning has trouble discerning the distinction.
For the third round of experiments, we tested a series of popular object recognition algorithms that can be used for digital image forensics applications using the machine learning-based meta-recognition algorithm. In this case, we have considered standard SIFT [35] with all features except DCT, which did not yield results better than random chance for our data. For the content-based image retrieval experiments, we considered simple local color histograms. All features except for were utilized for CBIR. The results of Fig. 7 show a significant increase in accuracy for the fusion techniques.
When considering the accuracy of individual features, we can see from our results that the feature is consistently approaches, the prediction results for all recognition algorithms are significantly enhanced, well beyond the baseline features. Thus, these fusion approaches produce the best meta-recognition results observed in all of our experimentation. Since the cost to compute multiple features is negligible, feature-and decision-level fusion can easily be run for each meta-recognition attempt in an operational setting.
Finally, coming back to the discussion in Section III-A2 on the potential of other supervised learning approaches, we took a look at other algorithms besides SVM. Machine learning metarecognition classifiers were trained for the following algorithms [36] : AdaBoost, Bootstrap Aggregating (Bagging), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and Neural Networks. The features used for training and testing were exactly the same as those used for the BSSR1 "Chimera" Face Algorithm G feature in Fig. 4 . The procedure for using these other approaches follows what is described in Algorithms 1 and 2, with the exception that the classification model is not constrained to just SVM. We trained the selected classifiers using their standard out-of- Fig. 8 . MRET curves for the BSSR1 "Chimera" Face Algorithm G data generated using different machine learning-based meta-recognition classifiers. As described in Section III-A2, any supervised learning approach can be used for meta-recognition. These curves, which show that all of the evaluated approaches are close in accuracy, provide evidence for that claim. This experiment allows us to conclude that it is the features capturing the shape of the extreme scores, which provides for effective machine-learning Meta-recognition.
the-box configurations and parameters. No parameter tuning was performed. From Fig. 8 , it can be seen that the prediction accuracies for all of the learning approaches (including SVM) are rather close. This outcome is not surprising, given that no single supervised learning approach has been shown to be superior with respect to classification accuracy in the machine learning literature. In essence, all of these algorithms are suitable for machine learning-based meta-recognition, handing the decision of which one to use to the interested user.
V. PURE STATISTICS VERSUS MACHINE LEARNING
Several experiments in this paper correspond to existing experiments for statistical meta-recognition in [10] (Figs. 6(b) and 7(a) and (b) in [10] versus Figs. 4(a) and 5(a), 7(a) and (b) in this paper). In all of these cases, the machine learning-based algorithm with feature-or decision-level fusion produces more accurate results. Moreover, we also find instances such as the one in Fig. 4(a) , where baseline machine learning-based meta-recognition features produce better meta-recognition results when compared to the pure statistical algorithm. To account for this performance improvement, we consider the most significant differences between the machine learning and statistical algorithms-namely, the use of features computed from scores, and the use of training data by the machine learning algorithm.
We would like to verify that the features of Section III-A1 have a normalizing effect upon the data they are applied to. As discussed in our previous work [10] , the Generalized Extreme Value distribution is a three-parameter family: one parameter shifting its location, one its scale, and one that changes its shape. The EVT theory provides the reason why the learning algorithm is successful. The learning can develop an implicit overall Weibull shape parameter, ignoring any shift since the learning features are shift-invariant, and test the outlier hypothesis effectively. The failure of the learning algorithm on the raw data is Fig. 9 . Data generation process for experiment with synthetic data comparing statistical and machine learning-based meta-recognition. Our goal is to produce a realistic sampling of "scores" that conforms to the portfolio model described in [10] . Series of Gaussian distributions are generated to represent different gallery classes, each with a randomly generated mean and standard deviation to force intraclass dependency (bottom of figure) . From each of these distributions, the extremum ("best score") is selected, and placed into a sorted sequence. This sequence represents the tail of overall distribution of scores, which we can use for machine learning feature generation or Weibull fitting.
likely caused by the shifting of the distribution of the nonmatch scores as a function of the probe. The operation of our learning algorithm, where we consider an -element feature space composed of -dimensional feature data from matching and nonmatching scores, is just a corollary to the EVT, adapted to the recognition problem.
However, normalization by itself should not produce any significant improvement in accuracy. We expect the results, in the best case, to be as good as statistical meta-recognition. Thus, we turn our attention to the effects of training data. It is apparent that with machine learning, the meta-recognition classifiers have knowledge of numerous training examples, whereas there is no a priori knowledge for statistical classifiers. Statistical meta-recognition only considers the scores for the recognition instance at hand. As noted in Section IV, the experiments presented thus far have always considered the same gallery for training and testing, with only the probe varying to produce different score sequences. If the machine learning is able to learn gallery information from the training samples and apply that knowledge to the classification of test samples derived from the same gallery, then the gallery's influence on the learning accuracy is an important contributing factor to its advantage.
To explore this claim, we designed a large-scale experiment with synthetic data reflecting the portfolio model found in our previous work [10] . With synthetic data, we are able to control for data dependency and sampling, thus eliminating additional variables that affect the applicability of the statistical theory, but are not immediately relevant to this analysis. With a substantially larger statistically relevant sampling of scores, we also eliminated any small sampling effects that might have been present in the BSSR1 experiments of Section IV, where we were constrained by a well-known, but limited, data set.
In order to evaluate our hypothesis that a consistent gallery between training and testing gives machine learning based [10] versus machine learning-based meta-recognition accuracy for a controlled synthetic data set reflecting the portfolio model. Machine learning-based algorithm shows a clear advantage over the pure statistical algorithm when a consistent gallery is considered for training and testing. When the machine learning classifier is trained and tested using different galleries, performance is approximate to that of the statistical algorithm.
meta-recognition an advantage, three different score sets were generated using the process described in Fig. 9 : training sets , and testing set . The sets and have 150 sets of distance scores, with no overlap in their probes, and share a common gallery.
has 150 sets of distance scores with no overlap in probe or gallery. The and score sets have a total of 4 455 000 scores per set. The score set has a total of 3 712 500 scores for the set.
The statistical algorithm for this experiment utilized a tail size of five scores for fitting (out of numerous experiments, a size of five yielded the most accurate results). For the machine learning classifiers, a feature was used for training and testing (the same score data used by the statistical algorithm). The first machine learning classifier was trained with while the second machine learning classifier for the comparison was trained with . The results in Fig. 10 support our hypothesis. When the training gallery does not overlap with the testing gallery ( for training and for testing, represented by the black curve), the prediction accuracy is quite consistent with the accuracy of statistical meta-recognition (represented by the green curve). When the training gallery is the same as the testing gallery ( and , represented by the red curve), there is a noticeable increase in prediction accuracy. The operational impact of this finding is clear. If a recognition system incorporating meta-recognition wishes to achieve the highest levels of prediction accuracy that are currently known to be possible, then the system should be designed with a machine learning-based classifier trained on the same gallery that will be used during operation and ideally use feature-or decision-level fusion.
VI. CONCLUSION
With two different options to implement meta-recognition, the question of which one to choose for an operational scenario is an important one addressed in our study. Statistical meta-recognition achieves accuracies far beyond standard thresholding and cohort thresholding, without the need for training data. However, our machine learning-based algorithm for meta-recognition has provided us with more accurate results than the statistical algorithm over many experiments.
In this paper, we have sought a deeper understanding of the underlying feature mechanisms for the machine learning-based algorithm that lead to higher accuracies through feature-and decision-level fusion. Further, we were also able to show that a consistent gallery between training and testing data increases the accuracy of machine learning-based meta-recognition-even without feature-or decision-level fusion. An observation from this work that should be of general interest to researchers is the need to investigate possible biases in learning based approaches. In this case, the bias turned out to be a valid way to organize our data. In other cases, biases may lead to higher levels of classification accuracy than can achieved in practice.
Consideration for operational scenarios continues to drive this work forward in several ways. Most importantly, we are investigating new algorithms to extend the prediction capabilities of machine learning-based meta-recognition beyond rank-1 to rank-. This presents several challenges for SVM learning. If we approach this as a multiclass problem, we may lose some of the discriminative power we have with binary classifiers. Similarly, the issue noted in this paper of extrema almost becoming confusers to the learning with respect to the correct match is exacerbated at higher ranks. Thus, supervised learning algorithms other than SVM, such as the ones we looked at in this paper, are being considered. Finally, we are exploring the specific potential of meta-recognition for cases of plastic surgery and disguise, so we can move towards automatically identifying a new crop of savvy outlaws such as Ramírez Abadía.
